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Ref No. CHSE/ Circular/ Offshore/Helicopter/2022-23 

Date: 4th July 2022 

Advisory 

 

Sub: Advisory for Travelling to Offshore by Helicopter 

The following guidelines are required to be followed for travelling by Helicopters to 

offshore locations: 

1. All personnel deputed for offshore duty must be trained in HUET and SAS/ RAS. 

2. The personnel deputed for offshore assignments must comply with the medical and 

physical fitness criteria as mentioned in office Order (28/2017) dated 5th September 

2017. 

3. The safety briefing prior to boarding the helicopters shall include protective 

equipment, embarking and disembarking the helicopter, with specific emphasis on 

avoidance of rotors & propellers and also actions to be taken during emergencies. 

4. Before boarding the helicopter, passengers must be briefed by the Pilot. The briefing 

shall include location and use of emergency equipment, normal and emergency 

exits, flight details, etc. 

5. All the inflatable life jackets will be checked prior to sortie. It shall be ensured by the 

Pilot that all passengers have donned the life jacket and fastened properly. It shall 

also be ensured that passengers been briefed about its usage in the event of 

emergency.  

6. Passengers should be seated to facilitate fast evacuation in an event of emergency. 

Such seating arrangement shall be ensured by Air Logistics official at helibase and 

by HLO at offshore installations based on HUET & SAS training experience of the 

passengers 

7. One passenger or crewman in the passenger cabin shall be equipped and 

familiarised with a headset for communication with Pilots and should be marked as 

the lead passenger.   

8. Embarking and disembarking from the helicopter will be physically supervised by a 

ground safety officer at helibase and by HLO at offshore installation. 

9. Passengers are to be briefed by the Pilot, after any sudden descent, return to base, 

or any other event that may cause concern. 
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